
Breaking ground with an 
innovative new Urinal Screen, 
crafted to be superior in 
every aspect.
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promote your business
AirFin™, as well as many of our other products are available for private branding. Let your brand 
be known and seen! Since our products are made in house, in the USA, we are able to offer low 
costs and manageable minimums.

product features
F-MATIC AirFin™ Urinal Screens obliterate odors while leaving behind a clean, fresh scent. 
Because AirFin™ is 46%  heavier than the average screen on the market, we are able to offer 
more fragrance than leading brands. The AirFin™ is designed using sloped fins which guides the 
urine directly into the bottom of the urinal, reducing splash-back by 99%! Its round shape 
conforms to any urinal floor, preventing costly plumbing bills by intercepting debris, such as 
gum or cigarette butts. Screens are 100% recyclable and VOC compliant in all 50 states.

green apple
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cucumber melon
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tropical paradise

soothing white tea
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apple spice

US250NL
sweet lemon

Coordinating
Fragrance

TMM®

Currently, AirFin™, with other products soon to 
follow, are made with the powerful TMM® odor 
neutralizer, ensuring that odors are not masked, 
but eliminated. KILLS ODORS AT THE SOURCE! 

Total Malodor
Management®

Technical Information
Unit/Case: 60

Box Quantity: 10
Case Weight: 18 lbs

Case Dimensions: 23.5” x 16.75” 7.75”
Pallet: 24 Cases

All products made in the USA, using our premium fragrance, 
creating a cohesive fragrance experience. 
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TagAir™
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Unleashes a burst of scent upon 
every use to neutralize urine odor.
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